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Abstract
Background/Objectives: One of the most commonly observed features of Online Social Networks is Community Structure.
This feature provides great benefit focusing on insights of network structure, hidden patterns and the flow of information
between actors. Methods/Statistical Analysis: Most real-world social networks are inherently dynamic, grow rapidly in
terms of social interactions. These interactions in network are reflected by edges in a graph. Instead of updating a network
structure for every edge change, the proposed method tracks the edges at every unique time stamp in a subgraph and
modify the network only with the changed edges. Findings: There are many static community detection algorithms for
discovering communities in networks, but very few deal with incremental structural changes in the network. The proposed
algorithm DOMLPA (Dynamic Overlapping Multi-Label Propogation) deals with dynamic networks where data arrives as a
stream to find the overlapping nodes in communities. To find the new edges the proposed algorithm lists out the differences
in edges between the subgraph and the network for every snapshot. Based on the differences the label edges would be
added or removed from the network and adjacency entries, neighbors’ list and label distribution entries are modified
eventually. Speaker node function is activated to start the propogation process inorder to get the labels for every node. If
a node contains a only one label it belongs to single community. If a node carries more than one label with more than one
maximum probability entry, then it belongs to multiple communities. The opportunity to capture the evolutionary patterns
in dynamic networks is lost by not considering the time of interaction in static algorithms. Application/Improvements:
The study of communities is helpful in examining patterns leading to understand the structure of networks, finding the
information flow and events taking place between a group of social actors over a period of time and to identify trending
sentiments about brands based on tweets.
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1. Introduction

Networks are every where. Study their structures is an
interesting task for a wide set of fields. A community is a
set of nodes between which the interactions are frequent.
People in social networks are considerably characterized
by multiple community memberships. For illustration, a
person usually has ties to several social groups like family,
friends, and colleagues; a researcher may be participating
in various specializations. Farther, in online social
networks, the number of communities an individual can
belong to is essentially unlimited because a individual
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can simultaneously link up with as many groups as he
cares. This also happens in other complex networks such
as biological networks, where a node might take part in
multiple functions.
Most algorithms2,3,6,7,14,16,17 are planned to detect
disjoint communities. To identify communities in
static networks the authors implemented various social
concepts like Betweenness Metric7, Betweenness and
Modularity Metric7, Label Propagation2,17,18 and Markov
Chains14,16. Restricting communities to disjoint may
not yield beneficial outcomes since communities in
online social networks may naturally overlap. For this
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cause, many overlapping community detection methods
have been suggested and used several approaches like
K-Clique11, Dendogram1, Modularity function as Fitness
function8, Bayesian Non-Negative Matrix Factorization13
and Label Propagation12.
Networks are not static objects, where the edges
appear and disappear over a period of time. Community
structures change from time to time in evolving networks.
In such case, static community algorithms cannot find
essential communities from dynamic networks and so,
the necessity of dynamic community detection3-5,10,18
arises. The purpose of this work is to find the overlapping
nodes from communities in a dynamic social network.
The principal contributions of the paper are
summarized as follows. First, the framework for revealing
the overlapping nodes via Dynamic Overlapping Multiple
Label Propagation. Second, we present the evolving
network with an instance. Experimental results on
dynamic data set shows how the framework can trap the
temporal event changes and identify overlapping nodes.

2. Dynamic Overlapping Multi
Label Propagation Algorithm
Our approach is based on the algorithm DMLPA9 which
finds the disjoint communities in dynamic networks,
receives a single label from listener face the problem of
random tie breaking when selecting a label from set of
labels having the same degree. Due to this the propagation
produces non-deterministic outputs. To avoid this, our
proposed approach presents a multi-label propagation
algorithm, that allows all labels for propagation. If a node
contains only one label with maximum probability it
belongs to one community. If more than one label with
maximum probability exists for a node, it belongs to
many communities and it is said to be overlapping. In
our example in Figure 2 (c) nodes 3, 5, 8 have more than
one label with maximum probabilities they are marked as
overlapping nodes and the rest of the nodes have a single
label in Table 1.
The modifications in network reflect in the edges alone.
The process of tracking temporal events of DOMLPA is:
first, treat the graph G0 (Figure 1 (b)) as a network and
run the algorithm MLPA, to get the communities for the
first snapshot(Figure 1 (c)); second, for the remaining
timestamps, (step 2 in Algorithm 1) get the edge list
(Figure 2 (a)); third, for each edge in the edge list according
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to the label, edge would be added or deleted from the sub
graph Gt (step 4 to step 6 in Algorithm 1); fourth, find the
difference between sub graph and network to know the
remainder edges (Figure 2 (b)), (step 7 in Algorithm 1);
finally we update the network only with the remainder
edges (Figure 2 (c)).
The process of updating is: first, for every remainder
edge in the edge list get the vertex and verify it is in list
of vertices of the network, if it is, add that edge to the
network and set the adjacency entry to 1, update the
neighbors’ list and probability distribution entry, (step 1
to 4 in Algorithm 2); Second, if the vertex is not in the
list of vertices of the network add vertex to the network
and do the remaining process similar as in (step 1 to 4 in
Algorithm 2); third, if the label is delete remove the edge
from the network and set adjacency entry and probability
distribution entry to 0, (step 8 to 9 in Algorithm 2); finally
call the speaker function to find the overlapping nodes.

2.1 Algorithm 1: DOMLPA

Input: Graph Timestamps(0…..T)
• run MLPA for G0
• for t in 1 thru T:
• E = edgelist
• for each e in E
if e is an addition
		
add e to Gt
else
		
remove e from Gt
end if
• end for
• get the subgraph Gt
• ∆E = graph.difference(Gt ,Gt-1)
• updateNetwork(Gt-1, E)
• end for

2.2 Algorithm 2: Update Network (G,E)
Input: Graph G, edge changes E
• for each e in E
• u,v= nodes of e
• x=u
• if x is in list of edges of G and label=”add”
add e to G
Ae<-1
Update neighbor list of x
K<- sum of all adjacent neighbors of x
Pe<-1/K
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•
•
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•

•
•

Speaker(x)
else:
if x is not in list of edges of G and label=”add”
addVertex x to G
A(x,x)<-1
add e to G
add x to A
Ae<-1
Update neighbour list of x
K<- sum of all adjacent neighbors of x
Pe<-1/K
Speaker(x)
else:
if label=”delete”
delete e from G
Ae<-0
Pe<-0
Speaker(x)
end if
end for

q: threshold for conditional update
in: inflation operator
1. Give initial unique label names for each node (same
as node id)
2. Add self loop to all the nodes in the network Sort nodes
in the order of the degree and store it in ordered vector
Calculate initial probabilities such that equal probabilities are assigned for each neighbour and store it in
label distribution matrix
3. Repeat T times or until stop criterion satisfied All
nodes in ordered vector are marked as unvisited repeat
• Select a unvisited node
• Each neighbour of the selected node sends a label
or multiple labels based on the probability of occurrence (frequency) of labels in the memory based on
speaking rule
• Listener accepts one or more labels based on listening
rule for updating process
• If the update condition is satisfied, listener updates
the probability of one or more labels and the listener is marked as visited. Inflation operator is applied
to increase the probabilities of labels having maximum occurrence until all nodes in ordered vector are
marked as visited
4. Post-process the labels in the memory based on the
threshold r and form the communities. If a node contains multiple labels, overlapping communities occur.

2.3 Algorithm 3: MLPA(G,E)

Input: Network N = (V, E)
Output: Community structure C = {C1, C2…CP}
T: user defined maximum iteration
r: threshold for post processing

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. The evolutionary network from time to time. (a) The edge list for the first time stamp. (b) The corresponding snap
shot of network G0. (c) Communities identified by the MLPA algorithm on first snapshot.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. (a) The edge list for the next time stamp. (b) The graph difference between original graph G0 and the subgraph
contains edge list. (c) Updated Network with remainder edges. (d) Communities identified by the MLPA algorithm on
second snapshot where colors represent communities

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. (a) The edge list of third time stamp. (b) The graph difference between G1 and subgraph with edge list. (c) The final
graph after updation, some edges were deleted. (d) Identified communities in G2.

Table 1. The label distribution of each node in the
network G2. The number of labels reduces due to their
low probabilities
Label
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Iteration #
1,2,4
5,6,7
1,4,6

Figure 4.

4

Iteration #
1,2,4
5,6,7
1,3,4,5,6

3. Evaluation and Results
The proposed framework is applied on Activities dataset
available in MIT Human Dynamics Lab Dataset19. The
data shows, on which user id and a campus the survey
was conducted. The information in the dataset made
it possible to create evolutionary network to identify
overlapping nodes in the communities. Our timestamps
for this network are months, that show in which month
survey was conducted, on how many users, and on which
campuses. Almost every userid is repeated in campus so,
we found many overlapping nodes participated in both
communities.

The sub graphs of every time stamp in evolutionary network for Table 2.
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Figure 5. Community result shows the whole network partitioned into two communities. Here the shape square represenst
the overlapping node and the circle represents the disjoint node.

Figure 6.

The evolutionary events on activities data set.

Table 2. The Time stamps in activities data set
Survey month
September 2008
March 2009
April 2009
June 2009

Vertices
59
68
71
70

Edges
248
145
150
152

4. Conclusion and Future Works
With the rapidly expanding social networks, it is
challenging to analyse communities using dynamic
algorithms. We have shown that our framework detects
the overlapping community structures in evolving
networks. We have shown through our experiments on
the Activities dynamic data set, the number of changes
over a period of time is a deciding factor in a runtime
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environment. With this, it is advisable to run DOMLPA
to track changes occurred in the network and to keep the
community structure up to date. Based on neighbors links
every node is forced to belong to a community, a node
with strong and more links become a leader and a node
with weak links become an outlier. In our future work,
we plan to extend our framework to evaluate the role and
importance of nodes in a community.
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